
365 DAY 
FLEXIBILITY.



In 1961, HYMER opened up a range of travel possibilities unknown at the time with the Caravano 
panel van. The HYMERCAR takes up this idea and revolutionises mobile travel once more.

HYMER invented the freedom 
to travel 50 years ago. Now 
HYMERCAR is reinventing it.

Vehicle images from left to right:
Grand Canyon | Sydney | Rio | Sydney | Cape Town



A new face in the HYMER family. 
For the first time, HYMERCAR is building 

on the success of the Volkswagen T5.

Saturday, 4.12 p.m.
Visited seven slopes and learned three 
new jumps – always in comfort.

Back on board.
Wednesday, 7.45 a.m.

Every wave is different, but the 
fun is always just as great.

On board again.

Discover Cape Town
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Each day is unique. 
Why drive a vehicle that’s not?
Great flexibility in the smallest space. With variable seat combinations 1  
plus intelligent storage and living-area solutions, the new HYMERCAR offers you 
everything you need for a spontaneous surfing trip or a long ski weekend. Thanks 
to a space concept 2  that has been redesigned from scratch, every centimetre of 
the interior is perfectly used.  
Cupboards with soft-close hinges 3 and a retractable locking mechanism are 
just one example of this. This ensures that the interior of the HYMERCAR always  
has enough space for boards, skis 4 , beds 5  and the like. Up to five high-quality  
car seats 6  offer maximum comfort during the trip, and the mountable individual  
seat can be easily taken out if even more people are coming along. That is flexibility 
that knows no bounds.
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Saturday, 4.30 p.m.
Shelf goes in, cupboard goes in, chair goes in. 

And Tom and Betty too.

Leaving the furniture shop.
Sunday, 2.14 p.m.
Pure pleasure at 1,800 metres,
not counting the trip.

Leaving the mountain.

Quality all over. 
Timeless interior and high-quality surfaces 

run through the entire inside space.

Discover Cape Town
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Not just a recreational vehicle. 
Also your freedom vehicle.
Great space for holidays – and every day. With 30 gears up the mountain, then  
three courses into the evening: thanks to sophisticated transport solutions 1   
and a perfectly integrated two-hob gas cooker, 2  this is not a problem. In 
addition to the large doors and the interior concept designed for everyday use, 
the HYMERCAR also has a proper kitchen with fridge 3  and hotplate as well as 
a large work surface. 4  A sink with an integrated 35-litre fresh-water tank 5   
and the connected shower head 6  from the kitchen, together with the attachable  
shower curtain, 7  provide a refreshing shower experience during hot weather. 
HYMERCAR is not just the perfect holiday companion but is also just what you 
need when the shopping ends up being bigger than expected. The possibilities are 
at least as diverse as your needs.



A style you can be proud of. 
The finest materials, perfectly processed, ensure 

a high-quality look.

Monday, 7.34 p.m.
Base camp set up. Route set up. Now there’s 
nothing else between you and the summit.

Off to the summit.
Tuesday, 8.55 a.m.

Slept well. Well prepared.  
Good meeting.

Off to the first meeting.

Discover Sydney
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Suitable for everything.
Except standing still.
Quick ascent guaranteed. In the HYMERCAR, the way up could not be easier. 
The beds in the top sleeping area 1  are not only extremely comfortable, but also 
conveniently reached using 2  a ladder. Thanks to comfortable, generously sized 
mattresses, the HYMERCAR driver can enjoy a level of sleeping comfort that they 
don’t find in other recreational vehicles. On the bed measuring 1.50 × 2.02 m, 
not only do you lie the right way, but also on the biggest bed area in its vehicle 
category. In the lower area, a highly versatile sleeping and living concept 3  
awaits you which enables a wide range of sleeping options (longways, crossways, 
L-shape) and even offers enough room for restful sleep on business trips. So that 
notebooks, smartphones and the like are always fully charged, power sockets 
(battery capacity 160 Ah) 4  are available as standard in all the important corners 
and ends. The self-adhesive insulating window inlays 5  provide optimal 
protection against heat, cold, sun and disturbing lights at night.



Friday, 8.30 p.m.
Off to the countryside.
Away from the hustle and bustle.

Fully equipped.
Tuesday, 6.55 p.m.

Off to the city –
pure pleasure.

Ready to go out.

This is the life. 
High-quality surfaces ensure the highest living comfort, 

wherever you find yourself.

Discover Grand Canyon
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Raumbad Yellowstone
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The perfect recreational 
vehicle needs to be diverse. 
Just like your needs.

Always independent – in the city and the countryside. With the HYMERCAR you 
have everything you need, whether you are in the thick of it or away from it all. For 
example, like in the Yellowstone, a wet room with cassette toilet and shower 1 , 
for taking a shower now and again on a long holiday or quickly freshening up just 
before going to the theatre. In the noise-free absorption fridge 2 , you can take 
everything you need for a trip to the countryside or an aperitif for a lively evening 
on the town. The 100-litre capacity of the fresh-water tank will not leave you high 
and dry, while the Truma Combi 4 gas heater will not give you the cold shoulder. A 
fixed wardrobe plus roof-mounted storage cupboards 3  and storage spaces 4  
under the beds make the Yellowstone a real space-saving miracle.
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The freedom vehicle – many opportunities

Bed

Four-seater with hinged seat

Serengeti

Grand Canyon

Yellowstone

Rio

Three-seater

Pop-top bed

Five-seater

Four-seater

Bed

Four-seater with hinged seat

Bed

Four-seater with hinged seat

Three-seater

Four-seater

Five-seater

Pop-top bed

Four-seater

Pop-top bed

Five-seater

Sydney

Three-seater

Cape Town



Sydney with Aluline

632 Black

691 Fer grey249 Banquise white 453 Lago blue

506 Golden white

611 Alumino grey

Paintwork

Pastel Metallic

Sydney, Rio, Serengeti, Grand Canyon and 
Yellowstone

Cape Town with wood line

Metallic

Toffee brown

Natural grey

Reflex silver

Night blue

Uni

Candy white Salsa red Sunny yellow

Sand beige

Olympia blue

Pearl effect
Dark wood Deep black

Cape Town



Tasamo Turin

AlberoSalinas Garbo

Havanna

Eclipse

Seat covers Carpets



Original HYMERCAR accessories

Infinitely practical: two chairs with 
a folding table. The folding storage 
areas on the sides of the chairs are 
particularly attractive.

Ideal for winter use: perfectly insulated 
pop-top roof for cosy warm nights.

Everything you need: shopping bag 
with various storage compartments.

Bloodsuckers have to stay outside: 
mosquito net with built-in entrance door.

Everything close at hand: thanks to large zip bags, everything is perfectly stored 
for big and small alike.

Well arranged: a practical storage 
and hanging system for optimal 
organisation.

A HYMERCAR ensures maximum individuality. Our original HYMER accessories are the icing on the cake. 
Available at HYMERCAR trade partners – visit www.hymer-original-teile.com for more information.

Well stored: multipurpose box on a 
practical guide rail.

For more depth: even diving gear 
and special equipment fit perfectly 
onto the guide rail.

In any weather: perfect protection against 
the sun and cold for the driver’s cab ...

... and a height-adjustable insulation 
layer for the rear area.

Nothing gets wet: mounted ski rack 
on the guide rail.

Free from view: the surround privacy 
cover ensures privacy in an instant.

No modifications: thanks to the guide rail, bicycles can be easily loaded and 
unloaded even with a mounted bed.



HYMER AG | Holzstrasse 19 | 88339 Bad Waldsee | Germany | www.hymercar.com | info@hymercar.com

Note:

This brochure contains the latest series information at the time of printing. In certain cases, 
special features may be depicted. Although the content has been checked, print errors may 
still occur. In the course of the model year, we reserve the right to make changes to equipment 
or to make product improvements. Please obtain information about the latest product and 
series version from your authorised HYMERCAR trade partner before signing a contract. In 
some cases, the vehicles are shown with special features which are included in the respective 
price list and are available at an additional charge. The accessories depicted are not part 

of the standard HYMER specifications. Details about standard specifications, appearance, 
performance, dimensions and weight of vehicles – deviations within work tolerances (+/– 5% 
max.) may occur and are permitted – correspond to the information available at the time of 
printing. They correspond to the European approval provisions; these are subject to change 
prior to vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMERCAR trade partner will be happy to inform 
you about potential changes and the standard specifications.

Copyright by HYMER AG.

The water supply facility represents, at a minimum, the state of technology as of July 2011 
(Directive 2002/72/EG).

Our premium partner:


